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Tuesday Topics: Hashtags 101
Posting images on social media is a good 
way to share the stylish, fun, and...

more >>

Never Land Tee Recall
Posting images on social media is a good 
way to share the stylish, fun, and...

more >>

Launch Survey — 3/5/18
By answering these simple questions you 
will help us to review our processes and...

more >>

Launch 3/5
Launch is Mar 5 at 11 AM MST. Don't 
miss it! Here is a list of what’s launching...

more >>

Monthly Sales Stars – February
We are thrilled to announce the results of 
this month’s Sales Stars program!

more >>

How Do You Dress? Starts Monday
This Monday we’re launching the How 
Do You Dress? campaign.

more >>

March Pricing Sheet  
Please see the attached pricing sheet 
for March 2018.

more >>

Weekly Graphics — 6 Guiding Principles  
You know the drill — download these 
gorgeous graphics and start sharing...

more >>

How Do You Dress? The Fisher Dress
This week, we’re focusing on The Fisher 
Dress for our How Do You...

more >>
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YOU HAVE 3 UNREAD MESSAGES [Dismiss]

If the user has unread 
messages, text will appear next 
to the arrow. The user has the 
option to dismiss this alert. The 
bar next to the unread items 
will stay colored until the item 
is read.

Clicking the arrow will open 
the notification viewer. The 
user can select what news item 
they would like to read. This 
will take them to the article.
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If the user has unread messages, text will 
appear next to the arrow. The user has the 
option to dismiss this alert. The bar next to 
the unread items will stay colored until the 
item is read.

Tapping the arrow will open the notification 
viewer. The user can select what news item 
they would like to read. This will take them to 
the article.



HASHTAGS 101
Posting images on social media is a good way to share the stylish, 
fun, and creative side of your business. It’s also a proven method in 
reaching new customers. This week, we’re going to dive into hashtags 
to ensure you’re taking all the steps you need to attract new traffic.

WHAT IS A HASHTAG?
A Hashtag is a keywording system used across popular social 
platforms. By placing the “#” symbol in front of a word or a phrase, 
users create a searchable link that ties all content with that same 
hashtag together.

WHERE CAN I USE HASHTAGS?
Hashtags can be searched and used on any social media platform that 
has a searching feature like Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter, 
and Google Search.

WHAT ARE THE RULES OF USING HASHTAGS?
The rules of hashtag vary between different types of social media 
platforms. Here are a few articles from industry experts that will help 
you use hashtags correctly. Taking the time to read these articles is a 
great way to invest in your business.

Instagram: Instagram Hashtags
Twitter: Use Hashtags with Twitter
Facebook and Pinterest: How to Use Hashtags

HOW TO USE AGNES & DORA HASHTAGS:
Using hashtags on all your social media posts can help boost your engagement online and drive business. When you post a picture featuring Agnes & Dora 
apparel, please use the following hashtag formula: #AandD(ItemName), such as #AandDJoplin.

How Do You Dress? The Fisher Dress >>
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A&D Individual Articles Page

This is the article page. The newsfeed menu 
remains on the left side so they can access 
additional articles.


